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Selectively Grown Non-Alloyed Ohmic Contacts to n-GaAs
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GaAs LSI process technologies have shown a lot of advances,
and the LSIs with higher packing density and higher speedoperation have been realized. However, there has 6eenno advance in the field of ohmic metalization in GaAs LSfprocess. At the present stage, most widely used metal forohmic contact is AuGe/Ui. This electroAe has various
di sadvantages , that i s , poor morphology , the 1acking ofetching method, and necessity of alloying process.

In this late news, a newly developed ohmic contact to
n-GaAs, which can be formed by selective growth on GaAsusing sio, as a mask and which can show ohmiccharacteristics without any alloying or sintering process,is presented. The selective growlh iechnology is -coirsidered
to have great advantage to widely used AuGe/ui in the viewpoint of planarization r s€1f-alignment, and fine pattern
applicability. To realize the new ohmic contact, n*-Geepitaxial growth on GaAs using low-pressure CVD technique is
adopted for the first time.

The experimental equipment is a lamp-heated horizontalreactor with load-lock system as shown in Fig L. Sourcegases were GeHo , H), and PH.. No additional species were
YS99.a Ge on -GaAf was grdwn with the low-pressure of
4xL0 "atm, which was measured with a MKS Baratron gauge. Gegrowth is possible at the relatively low temperature of
350 oc-480 oC 

' which was measured with an opticaf pyrometer.
Substrates used here lrtere ( 10 0 ) -oriented , non-doped ,LEC-grown GaAs wafers. The GaAs substrate was etched wittr asolution of H., So/ , Hro" , and H.o. Then HCt was used to
remove native ' oxl-de. ' te growtfr was carried out in thesurface reaction range. This is confirmed by growth rate
dependance on temperature and the growth rate -dependance 

on
GeHo flow rate(l). Figure 2 shows the pH" flow rate effecton Ge growth rate. A little increase 'of pH. f low ratedecreases the growth rate rapidly. SimilarJ effect isobserved for P-doped pory-siricon deposition (zl . This isbecause that PH. molecule easily adsorbs Ge surface andprevents GeH, aelsorptionro Thg. addition of pH" makes itpossibre to iearize 1xl0*' cm-' doping concentfation. Thedoping level is enough high to oUtain non-alloyed ohmiccharacteristics wtp:ich i=, shown in Fig,3 . Contactresistivity was L0-- ohm*cmo, which was measured using TLM.This report on non-alloyed ohmic contact fabricated wiLfr cvDtechnique is the first one. The selective growth result of
Ge on GaAs is shown in Fig.4 . To make the selective growthclear, the _ former part of Ge was removed after Ge giowth.
The step of Ge in the Sio2 groove and no deposition on sio2is clrealy shown.
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In summary, P-doped Ge growth on GaAs using CVD is
successfully realized in the range of low temperature and
Iow pressure. According to this investigationr' a novel
process for non-alloyed ohmic contact is enabled. This
newly developed process makes it possible to form ohmic
electrode selectively. Selective growth of non-alloyed
ohmic electrode is eonsidered to have great advantage for
planalization,
applicability.
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Fig. 1, Schmatic diagram of
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Fig. 4 Selective growth
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